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Israelis depart, Marines to land

by The Associated Press
Israeli troops and armor evacuated
Beirut's harbor Tuesday and prepared to leave the airport after resolving a dispute with the United
States that cleared the way for landing1,200 Marine peacekeepers.
The Israeli government, meanwhile, approved a full-scale judicial
inquiry into the massacre of Palestinians in west Beirut, and the PLO's
chief of staff, Brie. Saad Sayel, was
reported ambushed and killed in east-

ern Lebanon.
"We are expecting the Americans
in the next 48 hours. We told them
they could land at the airport, if the
Lebanese government agreed it was
okay with us," said Lt. Col. Yaacov
Perez, deputy spokesman at the Israeli military headquarters in
Baabda, five miles east of Beirut.
Diplomatic sources in Beirut said
the Israelis had insisted on keeping an
air traffic controller at the airport
even when the Marines arrived.

Trie
good
morning

But U.S. diplomatic sources in Tel
Aviv said the dispute was resolved
and that the American contingent in
the multinational force probably
would be able to deploy in Beirut
Wednesday as scheduled.

ISRAELI AUTHORITIES were not
available to confirm the resolution of
the dispute, though the Tel Aviv command said Israeli troops would leave
west Beirut on Wednesday as promised.

Israel radio reported that U.S. Ambassador Morris Draper met with
Mai. Gen. Amir Dron, head of Israel's northern command, for talks on
the airport dispute. Details were not
immediately available.
The United States insisted that Israeli troops leave west Beirut before
the Marines landed in the Lebanese
capital, and the Marines' scheduled
arrival there last Sunday was put off
until Israel announced its readiness to
leave.

About 100 Israeli soldiers, along
with personnel carriers, jeeps and
trucks, rolled out of the Beirut harbor
area Tuesday morning.
The departure of the Israelis left
French, Italian and Lebanese forces
in control of the port for the first time
since Israeli forces invaded west Beirut on Sept. IS, one day after the
assassination of then President-elect
Bashir Gemayel.
FRENCH PARATROOPERS and
Italian infantrymen took up positions
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in and around the Sabra and Chatilla
refugee camps to help the newly reconstructed Lebanese army with security and to prevent the recurrence
of the Sept. 16-18 massacre of hundreds of men, women and children in
the camps.
In Jerusalem, Prime Minister Menachem Begin's government decided
to set up a full-scale judicial inquiry
into Israel's conduct during the massacre at Sabra and Chatilla.
see ISRAEL page 3

weather
Mostly sunny today
morning fog clears.
day in the mid 70s.
night with the low in
50s
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USG opposes feasibility study
by Doug Lllllbrldge
staff reporter

Undergraduate Student Government members plan to take steps to
stop a possible change in the University Student Code forcing off-campus
students to appear before the Office of
Standards ana Procedures if they are
arrested for a misdemeanor.
"Basically, we want to stop the
feasibility study where it is because,
from the students' standpoint, we feel
it is not feasible," USG Vice President
Mark Dolan said. "So, why bother
continuing with the study?"
"If the University tries to ram this
through to the Board of Trustees

without student input or consideration
of student views, we'll stage a sit-in at
McFall Center if we have to," USG
president Everett Gallagher said.
Gallagher added the general assembly may formulate a proposal.
"Mainly, we're going to have to
lobby extensively to keep the changes
from becoming a reality," he said.
"THE SUBJECT of off-campus student rights is completely a city affair," Dolan, said. "It is out of the
jurisdiction of both the University and
USG but if the University wants to
stick their nose into it, we will, too."
According to Dolan, the information that USG has received from the
Dean of Students shows that no other

state universities in Ohio have such a
policy, although Ohio University is
said to be examining the possibility.
USG has contacted the Ohio Student Association to find out whether
other member schools are having
similar difficulties and, if so, how
they are dealing with the issue.
A meeting has been scheduled for
Friday afternoon between University
President Olscamp, University administrators, city administrators,
USG members and students.
USG's next general assembly
meeting is scheduled for Wednesday
night at 7:30 in 114 Education Building. The meeting is open to the public.

In Alabama primary, in the
former Gov. Wallace NEWS
seeks black support

Strike finally settled

Dense fog settled on the Bowling Green campus Tuesday morning. After the sun burst through,
the temperature settled in the

BG Newi photos/Ron Hagler

MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP) - Former
Gov. George C. Wallace, battling hard
for the black votes he once scorned,
Eut his stormy political career on the
ne Tuesday in a Democratic primary runoff against Lt. Gov. George
McMillan.
McMillan, a 38-year-old moderate
who drew the backing of such black
leaders as'Coretta Scott King and the
Rev. Jesse Jackson, predicted an
upset victory over Wallace as clear
skies and mild temperatures inspired
a medium-to-heavy turnout.
Wallace, now 63 and confined to a
wheelchair since he was shot in an
assassination attempt 10 years ago,
already has been governor a record
three times. But recanting his segregationist stands of old, he resurfaced
after a four-year layoff from politics,
saying he now represents "the average man and woman, black and
white."
Tuesday's Democratic primary
runoff also featured Supreme Court
Justice Oscar Adams' bid to become
the first black elected to statewide
office in Alabama.
Adams, who was appointed to the
court to fill a vacancy in 1980, was
opposed by former Public Service
Commissioner Jim Zeigler. The win-

ner meets Republican Tom Hayden in
November.
ABOUT 80 PERCENT of the state's
2.1 million registered voters are
wnite.
The Democratic gubernatorial
nominee will face Republican nominee Emory Folmar and several minor-party candidates in the Nov. 2
general election.
Wallace, who proclaimed "segregation forever" in his 1963 inaugural and
sent troopers after black voting rights
marchers two years later, competed
with McMillan for black votes this
time.
During the first primary, Wallace
drew black votes in heavy numbers,
leading in every predominantly black
county. McMillan, however, carried
most black urban precincts and, for
the runoff, had the help of major
black leaders such as Jackson and
Mrs. King, the widow of Martin Luther King Jr.
They urged blacks to reject Wallace, depicting him as a former racemongerer who inspired violence during the 1960s.
Wallace, however, countered with
the endorsement of E.D. Nixon, an 82see WALLACE page 3

Mixing music, sports and noveis

Priest finds adventure in ministry
by John Jerek
reporter

Mike Tremmel

Often he wakes up at 6:30 a.m. to
jog five miles during sunrise.
WMHE-92.5 is his companion while
he works at his desk. James Taylor, Paul Simon, and spy novels
entertain him. Mike Tremmel
seems like a typical University
student clad in Nike's, Levi's, and
an oxford shirt. But he's not a
student - he's a Catholic priest.
In late August, Father Tremmel
came to St. Thomas More University Parish after Father Jim Bacik
was transferred to campus ministry at the University of Toledo.
Prior to the Bowling Green assignment, Tremmel served as associate pastor at St. Joseph Church in
Sylvania.
The 30-year-old athletic priest
brings many skills to the UniversiS''s Catholic community. His gene but enthusiastic personality
downplays a bachelor's degree in
psychology and a master of arts
degree in theology.
Father Tremmel looks forward
to working in a parish which Father Bacut described as ideal -

"Utopia". In his small office overlooking a patio, Mike said he
agreed with his predecessor.
"PEOPLE AT St. Thomas More
seem to radiate holiness," he said.
"There's an awareness of God's
presence that is noticeably different from other parishes."
Tremmel said he hopes to maintain that spirit by "listening, offering direction, continuing to instill a
sense of belonging in everyone."
He said that one way he reaches
toward these goals is through
masses and liturgies he celebrates
at his new parish. His deep spiritual development comes across in
challenging homilies which contain
clear messages and profound insights.
But what if the sandy-haired
Toledo native had a different calling? In what profession would he
be in today?
He took a moment and then the
mental light bulb flashed.
"I'd be an espionage agent," he
said with a broad smile mixing
fantasy and discovery. "I love spy
novels - people acting out of pain
and confusion to make sense out of
life."

THE PRIESTHOOD, however,
is a real source of adventure for
him. Tremmel entered Toledo's
Holy Spirit Seminary in ninth
grade and then attended St. Meinrad's College in Indiana. Later he
felt a need to be exposed to a
different culture, and to learn how
to pick up roots and establish new
ones. This need took him to Belgium's University of Louvain where
he earned a master's degree in
theology. In 1978, he was ordained
a priest in the Diocese of Toledo.
Although he had wanted to be a
priest since elementary school,
Tremmel said the priesthood has
its moments of doubt. He points to
his family as a major source of
personal and spiritual support.
"My sisters said that if I ever
wanted to leave the seminary I
could come back home and stay
with them," he admitted with a nod
of ironic self-assurance.
ADVENTURE CONTINUES to
influence TTemmel's life and his
priesthood. During November he
will travel to the south African
nation of Zimbabwe to observe how
God is presented to people there.
This two-week quest is part of the

Diocese of Toledo's Mission Accompaniment which Mike helped
to start over a year ago.
"Sometimes we think we Americans are the teachers and other
countries are the learners," he
said. "The most exciting thing
about Mission Accompaniment is
that we'll be learning from them."
Participants learn how faith is
expressed and lived out in diverse
cultures.
His trip to Africa, playing the
guitar, studying in Belgium, skiing
in winter, and an occasional game
of racquetball are parts of what he
calls "wholistic spirituality" deepening one's faith and life by
being a well-rounded person.
Perhaps this personal philosophy helps Father Tremmel deal
effectively with many searching
and questioning minds. Perhaps it
also enabled him to run six miles in
less than 40 minutes at The Toledo
Blade's mini-marathon last Sunday. Through his roles as priest,
teacher, athlete, counselor, and
friend, Bowling Green's newest
priest brings a unique blend of
vigor and talent to the community
he serves.

Midwest Stamping Co. and its union,
the Mechanic Educational Society
of America Local 4. reached an
agreement Saturday that ended a 10
day strike at the metal stamping
plant on Napolean Road. According
to a Midwest official, the union
membership ratified a new threeyear labor contract which will "provide the company and employees the
economic protection to keep pace
with the economy."
About 72 employees of Midwest
Stamping went on strike Sept. 15
after rejecting a contract or'fer
from management that did not the
include cost-ofliving benefits requested by union officials.

Peace in a bottle?
HOLIDAY. Fla. (AP) — Michael Bar
on's messageinabottle nevei
reached the Soviet Union. But it won
the shy 6-year old the chance to tell
Russian schoolchildren in person
what it's like to live in the United
States.
"I'm runned out of words," the
first-grader said Monday on learning of the invitation. It was Michaels concern over "too many wars
and too much shooting" that
prompted him last Monday to pen a
message to a Russian comrade"
offering friendship as a substitute for war.
He slipped the note inside a soda
bottle, stuffed it with the cork
from one of his father's wine
bottles, had his grandmother kiss it
for good luck and tossed it into
Lake Conley near this Gulf Coast
town northwest of Tampa.
The bottle traveled about 75 feet
before it washed ashore on the
landlocked lake three days later.
There it was retrieved by a freelance photographer who told The
Tampa Tribune about the message.

Convictions passed
CINCINNATI (AP) — The 6th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals on Tuesday affirmed the mail fraud
convictions of former Ohio Lottery Commission official Vera
Valavanis and an associate. Seymour
Gordon, for attempting to rig a
lottery drawing.
As drawing director, Ms. Valavanis'
responsibilities included supervising
drawings for winners in a state-operated lottery, in which a few tickets were drawn in a preliminary round
to become eligible for cash prizes
in subsequent drawings.
Regulations prohibited an employee of the lottery commission
from purchasing and entering lottery tickets, and required the drawing
director to notify her superiors if
an individual related to her was selected.
Ms. Valavanis and Gordon admitted buying several lottery tickets
and entering them under an alias of
Gordon or one his friends. Some
of those tickets were selected In
preliminary rounds,
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Analysts off-base with books
After each presidential campaign
since 1960, there has been a fashionable book telling us what "realty"
happened. In 1960 and 1964, the books

COMMENT

'Bulldog' Del Latta
worthy of a defeat
The 1982 elections are just over a month away, and the
campaign literature has begun filling the mailboxes on a
regular basis.
One candidate whom we have heard from rarely has been
Bowling Green's own Delbert L. Latta. Latta seems to care
less about campaigning in Bowling Green, especially at the
University. Students are not Del Latta's kind of people; but
then again, neither are minorities, women who care about
their rights, and underpriviledged people.
Latta did break his drought on Monday, though, but it was
a letter we could have done without. Here is an excerpt the
release:
WASHINGTON D.C. - Congressman Delbert L. Latta (R-Ohio)
has earned the 1982 Golden Bulldog Award from the Watchdogs of
the Treasury, Inc., an independent organization dedicated to the
principles of curtailed Federal spending and reduced deficits.
Congressman Latta received this award for his voting record for
fiscal responsibility in government spending (read programs for
underpriviledged and student loans) in 1981 and 1982.
The award is based on a compilation of selected Congressional
roll-call votes, is prepared on a nonpartisan basis from the official
voting record of the U.S. House of Representatives. The Record is
compiled by the Congressional Staff Directory, an independent
research and publishing company.
The Golden Bulldog Award has been presented biennially since
1964. Congressman Latta, along with only five other Members of
Congress, has received the Golden Bulldog Award each time it has
been awarded since its origination in 1964.
We have to congratulate Latta on this award. As they said,
it's not everyone who can be classified as a "Golden Bulldog"
- only five other members of Congress can be held in such
high regard. Let's see, those members of Congress are
probably Strom Thurmond, Jesse Helms, Barry Goldwater
... all those from the Latta mold.
It is all too easy to see how Latta could win this award 10
years running. He has consistently been a man with an axe in
Congress - which is not to say that a man with an axe is not
needed to a certain extent, to balance out those with the quick
handouts. What bothers us is how overzealous Delbert Latta
is with his axe, and how he wields it in almost total disregard
for many of his constituents.
Latta undoubtedly won the award this year on the impetus
of his Gramm-Latta budget, which will complete its first
year of existence tomorrow. The Gramm-Latta bill was
President Reagan's biggest "in your face" victory over
Thomas P. "Tip" O'Niell in the House of Representatives,
and it brought life to Reaganomics in the Democraticallycontrolled House. And what can we thank good ol' Del and
R.onnie for in the past year?
• The highest bankruptcy rate since the Great Depression.
• Double-digit unemployment.
• Reduced student loan benefits.
• Reduced social security benefits.

• Massive cuts in welfare and relief programs.
And the list goes on. If that's not bulldog, nothing is.
One of the most frustrating things about Latta's record is
that most of his constituents are those who suffer the most
from his policy actions in the House. But I-atta is in an
uniquely advantageous position. He shafts the students, but
most students do not vote. He shafts the minorities in
Bowling Green, but most minorities do not vote. Surprisingly, Latta supports an administration that continuously
shafts farmers, yet the farmers usually do vote - for Latta!
With the redistricting of Latta's district, the opportunity to
see Latta toppled out of office has presented itself. A more
urban, primarily-Democratic section of Erie County has
been added to the district, which should pose a problem to
Latta - in the form of Democratic candidate James Sherck.
In his campaign, Latta has shown us another reason why
he may have earned his Golden Bulldog award. He virtually
hasn't campaigned. Sure, he flew in one night - much to
surprise of many of his local party supporters - but that
appearance (in Erie County) was just long enough so that
some publicity photos of Latta could be run in U.S. News and
World Report.

With that sort of campaigning, Latta can't help but save
money, while his fellow Congressional members who are on
conservative "hit lists" (such as Sen. Howard Metzenbaum)
are criticized for spending too much time and money on the
campaign trail.
Latta could and should be punished in five weeks for his
campaign arrogance. If he is so arrogant that he feels he
doesn't need to campaign in Wood County; if he cares so little
about his constituents that he shafts them continuously in
Congress; if he is so arrogant that he feels he can totally
disregard the voting population of this University, as well as
women and minorities, then we should make up for him and
show a little care ourselves, and vote our Golden Bulldog,
Delbert L. Latta, out on bis can.
THE BG NEWS
Editor
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by Garry Wills
were by Theodore White, who though
1960 was the Second Coming and 1964
a resoration of decency after The
End. In 1968 the account was by Joe
McGinniss, who though political advertisers had run the show. In 1972,
Tim Grouse blamed the result on pack
journalism. In 1976, Jules Whitcover
said that Carter won by getting a very
early start. Now Jeff Greenfield's
book, "The Real Campaign," has
been accepted as the gospel of 1980. It
says that ideology and the issues
determined the outcome for Ronald
Reagan. All these books have only one
thing in common: They are dead
wrong.
Of course, the later books sometimes see through earlier ones. McGinniss was a corrective to White -the
former at least saw that the campaign

masterminds White admired were
mainly hacks and shills. Greenfield,
on the other hand, sees that McGinniss was wrong in thinking such hacks
and shills work magic: Political advertising, deployed on both sides,
tends to cancel itself out.

marked as a loser. But no Republican
could have won that year. The nation
was still in mourning for President
Kennedy and felt obligated to his
heirs, who filled the Johnson administration. Another Republican might
not have lost by as much as Goldwater, but any other would have lost, and
ALL THESE BOOKS are too clever lost badly.
by half - they spend most of their
ingenuity trying to overlook the obIN 1960, Eisenhower's vice presivious fact that presidential contests dent was rejected because Eisenare, in our system, an acceptance or hower had let the economy slump at
rejection of the incumbent. Who the election time. In 1968, Johnson's vice
challenger is matters less than what S resident was rejected because the
he is challenging.
ohnson administration was not perceived as tough enough - on rioters
The great test of that fact in our and kids, blacks and protesters, and
political mythology is the 1972 cam- on Vietnam. In 1976, Nixon's vice
paign, which McGovern is blamed for ^^dent was seen as too dithery in
losing. But Nixon just benefited from
good will to overcome the defter
the withdrawal of Wallace after an mischiefs of Watergate.
attempt on his life. The 13 percent of
the vote that went to Wallace in 1968
Greenfield is trying to revive the
was clearly not going to any Demo- V.O. Key thesis that American voters
crat in 1972 - not to Humphrey or are rational choosers of ideological
Muskie or Kennedy any more than to systems, rather than people who reMcGovern. Nixon had retained the act to the concrete record of the
anti-'60s vote that, combined with the incumbent. But history is against him
Wallace vote, was a huge majority in this. The campaigns with the greateven in 1968.
est ideological result were the ones
The same considerations were at where ideology was especially muted.
work in 1964, when Goldwater was In 1860, Abraham Lincoln refused to

give a single speech or answer a
single question during the campaign he said it would be too divisive to
discuss issues. In 1932, Franklin
Roosevelt did not let people know he
was cooking up the New Deal. He just
attacked Hoover (as a big spender)
and the Depression. And so, in 1980,
Reagan's managers kept steering
him away from the issues and pointing to how worse off people were than
four years ago. The vote was a rejection of Jimmy Carter, as even Carter's
own pollsters agree.
BECAUSE OUR ELECTORAL contests are so little ideological, they
leave a great deal to pure chance.
Carter's popularity, which seemed
irrevocable, soared again after the
capture of the hostages in Iran. If that
had happened three months before
the election, instead of 12, he would
probably be president now. Attitude
toward the incumbent is everything.
But the myths of our system are so
precious to men that they would
rather invent some new defense of the
myths, every four years, than advert
to reality.
Garry Wills is a political analyst
from Baltimore. His column is presented by Universal Press Syndicate.

Correction

In a "Comment" column written
by Jeffery Gordon, assistant professor of Geography, which appeared in Tuesday's BG News, one
line of type was omitted which
changed a point Dr. Gordon was
trying to make.
The statement which appeared in
the column read "Indeed, the withdrawal of Israel from the Sinai
peninsula following the Camp David accords demonstrates the falsity of Dr. Shuck's thesis that
Israel courageously made large
concessions to Egypt by trading
tangible real estate that could
serve as a strategic bumper zone,
not to mention an area of natural
resources such as oil, in exchange
for the intangible guarantee of
peace."
The statement should have read:
"Indeed, the withdrawal of Israel
from the Sinai peninsula following
the Camp David accords demonstrates the falsity of Shuck's thesis
that Israel has 'expanded considerably and regularly.' Israel courageously made large concessions to
Egypt by trading tangible real
estate that could serve as a strategic buffer zone, not to mention an
area of natural resources such as
oil, in exchange for the intangible
guarantee of peace."

I'M A CONSERVATIVE, FATHER.BUT 1 CONFESS I LIKE MY NEW 99 BILLION DOLLAR TAX HIKE!"

Speaking out against code change

LETTERS
I believe that more discussion is in
order concerning new University policies dealing with the problem of "nonCroper" off-campus behavior. The
niversity is currently addressing
this problem by researching what
areas it has an interest in as an
academic community. This is certainly not the proper way for the
University to deal with this problem
facing the city of Bowling Green.
The Student code explicitly states in
Section III, Item B-l that "Students
who violate the law in the course of
their off-campus activities will incur
penalties prescribed by civil authorities, but university authority will
never be used to merely duplicate the
functions of general law." Using University authority to regulate such
areas as disturbing the peace is solely
duplicating the laws of Bowling
Green.
Furthermore, Section IV, Item B of
the code states that "In general, University discipline shall be limited to
conduct adversely affecting the University's pursuit of its educational
missions. The discipline being discussed here does not pertain to the
University's pursuit of its educational
mission. The changes in the code
would serve only to take away student
rights currently protected in the code.
Clearly, the student body of BGSU
will not stand for this!
In addition, it is worth noting that
Section V, Item B-4 of the code states
the "University will observe the litigation of the courts" when dealing
with arrests of students violating laws
on campus. Thus, only campus cases
where no arrest has been made are to
be referred to the Office of Standards
and Procedures. It seems that a great
injustice would be done to students
arrested off-campus who would have
to face the "double jeopardy" of both
the courts and University authority.
G«ry Simon
USQ District 2 Rap.

Reader gives criticism
to another critic
It shows a lack of judicious policy
for the BG News to publish a letter of
personal attack by Professor Charles
Chittle against Professor David Weinberg in the guise of an "editorial
response", Sept. 23,1982. Is it a- "sorrowful and outrageous" thing for a
professor to have a different opinion
than one's own? Should a faculty
member not be allowed to express

facts as p ublished in history books
and in newspapers just days before?
Mr. Chittle s derogatory remarks
smack of anti-sementic propaganda
throughout his opinion letter. I prefer
to believe Mr. Chittle is simply ignorant of historical facts and politics of
the Middle-East and therefore his
distortions of truth are non-deliberate. There are several facts which he
chose to omit that should be brought
to the public's attention:
1) Over 100,000 Lebanese - not PLO
or Syrians - have been murdered by
the PLO and Syria during their sevenyear occupation of Lebanon. Massacres were of such daily occurrence,
the press seldom more than mentioned it.
2) The PLO are not the same as the
Palestinians. The PLO are terrorists
who wish to be seen by the world as
the representatives of the Palestinians. The PLO's primary goal has
always been the annihilation of a
Jewish state.
3) 600,000 Palestinians, IS percent of
Israel's total population, live in Israel
today as voting citizens and are represented in the knesset (Israeli senate). Israel is not looking for a final
solution for the Palestinians as Hitler
so proudly did. On the contrary, the
PLO (not the Paslestinians) are striving to achieve the final solution for
Israel.
4) Why doesn't the U.S. government
condemn these so-called acts of barbarism by Israel" when its top 4
cabinet members (Vice-President
Bush, Secretaries Weinberger and
Shultz, and National Security Advisor
Clark) all have pro-Arab leanings?
Perhaps they have a little more inside
information than has an economics
professor. Is Professor Chittle aware
that the PLO systematically bunked

in hospitals, schools and churches
with no regard for civilian life? These
are proven facts.
It is difficult to comprehend how a
non-Jew can attack a Jew for his
feelings and expertise of Germany's
Naziism. Fact: One-third of all Jews
were slaughtered in the holocaust.
Every Jew in the world today has had
relatives - parents, grandparents,
aunts, cousins - taken from their
family life and heritage. Every Jew
has expert knowledge of Hitler's fanatics. How can anyone deny that?
For anyone to snidely insinuate otherwise shows a clear display of ignorance and a lack of sensitivity.
Anyone who has lived during WWII
and remembers the abomination,
cannot with a clear conscience equate
Hitler's final solution to the strife
caused by the PLO, Syria and Israel
in Lebanon.
I must further question Mr. Chittle
on whether he has ever been to the
Middle-East. Has he seen the slums in
which the Jordanians force the Palestinians to live, in order to propagate
the problem? Has he seen the economic benefits which the Arabs share
with the Jews on the West Bank? Is he
aware that not long ago both Jordan
and Israel were Palestine? Has he
forgotten the countless number of
terrorist acts against Israelis - the
Munich Olympic slaughter, the elementary school massacre, bomb explosions in buses, bombs dropped on
sleeping villages - all by the PLO who
were proud to claim these acts as
their own?! In your words, Professor
Chittle, "Where are the voices of all
those who claim to be for peace?"
Note: The articles published in the

DOONESBURY
SOWPUKS
TDBKEAKIMD

BG News, in contrast to those in the
Washington Post, New York Times
and Christian Science Monitor, show
a definite pro-Arab bias, which gives
reason to question the integrity of the
editorial writers and staff. Representation of the many sides would be
more professional. Thank you.
Anna Hackett
Bowling Green

Kline doesn 't speak
for all University Jews
I hope being a non-Jew won't bother
Shaya Kline if I complain about her
letter "Zionism Ingrained in Jewish
Psyche". First off, Kline assumes she
speaks for all Jews ("we Jews can't
trust non-Jews"?). She does not, and
it would be absurd to assume all Jews
are of the same mind. As for her
statement that American guarantees
are worth dust, I will remind her that
it is precisely those guarantees that
have ensured Israel's existence for
the past 34 years. It is America that
has made Israel the most powerful in
that area - powerful enough to permit
Israel to become arrogant in dealing
with the area (Lebanon?). She goes
on to say this is not a nice world, so
the Palestinians can't have a state.
The world was nice enough to give the
Jews a state, wasn't it - out of Palestinian lands. Finally, Kline dares the
Palestinians to win a state by force. It
is such extremist positions as this
which are responsible for Israel's
fiublic relations problems - and this
etter.
Tom Bodle
OCMB 0492

by Garry Trudeau
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teaching
Minorities now under one office Students
abroad open doors

by Vlckl Relnhart
staff reporter

The Office of Minority Student Activities tries to bring together all the
minorities on campus in order to
understand and to solve problems
affecting the minority community,
Deanna Okoiti, director of Minority
Student Activities, said.
"It's a collective kind of effort,"
she said. "We try to be the eyes and
the ears of the minority community."
One goal of the office is to plan
social, cultural and educational programming to benefit minority students, Okoiti said.
There are 30 black organizations,
two Hispanic and one Asian group on
campus, she said. The office keeps
track of what each group is doing and
helps to organize them during projects where all the groups work together, she explained.

Okoiti said she is working with the
organizations to develop this year's
"Black Book," a telephone directory
which lists the numbers of all the
black graduate and undergraduate
students and the office numbers of
black faculty and staff.

She added the office does not have
enough personnel to collect the information.
Another goal of the office is to
design workshops, seminars and
training sessions to help minority
organizations function effectively.

"irS BEEN very helpful to black
students in the past," she said.
Another publication, "The Minority
Connection," is an experiment this
year, she said. It will contain the
phone numbers and offices of minority faculty and staff. It will also
contain a calendar of programs and
events being planned by minority
organizations.
We have been very fortunate that
the organizations have volunteered to
gather information for it," she said.
r
'They collect the names and addresses."

THIS FALL, the office, together
with the minority organizations, sponsored the annual Umoja," which
means "unity" in Swahili. "Umoia"
is a freshman orientation designed to
let new students meet the leaders of
the minority groups. Okoiti said the
office also plans to hold several more
workshops during the year.

■ . . from Page 1

year-old black man who is known as
the patriarch of the civil rights
movement in Montgomery. At almost
every turn, Wallace said his chief goal

was to find jobs "for black and white
citizens of Alabama."
During the Sept. 7 primary, Wallace
led with 42 percent of the vote, while
McMillan drew 29 percent to gain the
runoff spot.

Howard's Club H:
PRESENTS...

I

FINE LINE :
TONIGHT

:

noCover* 210 N. Main*

erals, to testify under oath.

Radio reports quoting the Palestinian news agency WAFA said Sayel
was assassinated in an ambush early
Tuesday while driving from Rayak to
Baalbeck in eastern Lebanon.

Phi Eta Sigma
(Freshman Honorary)

OF

•Were you a freshman last year at Bowling
Green and had a GPA of 3.5 or higher? If
so you may be eligible to join Phi Eta
Sigma. If you think you are eligible and
have not received a letter concerning this
call Darlenc at 2-5333.

' o

•Old members If you haven't received your
Fall banquet invitation and are interested in
attending call either Everett at 2-4993,
Linda at 354-1868. Mike at 352-1629 or
Darlene at 2-5333.

HAIRSTYLING NOW
COSTS YOU LESS!
(Special Fall "8*
Reduced Prices!)

by Deborah Schmook
staff reporter
^^^

Student teaching abroad makes
a person stand out in the eyes of a
future employer, Dr. Larry Wills,
assistant to the dean for Student
Services and International Studies,
said Monday.
"It shows the employer that the
person is more versatile, outgoing,
and willing to take chances. This
gives them an edge over someone
else," Wills said.
Students enrolled in the College
of Education may apply to do their
student teaching in Bogota, Colombia, Montreal or Toronto, Canada,
or Sau Paulo or Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil.
' We send five to six per station
from the University," Wills said.
"Most students stay one semester,
but some stay on."
Wills said that students continue
to pay tuition while they are teaching abroad, and also must pay for
transportation costs to the teaching
site. Room and board costs are
minimal, Wills said.
According to Wills, the reactions
from participants have been extremely positive.

Small Group
FAITH SHARING
and
° COMMUNITY
Guided by
Scripture
Contact
St. Thomas More Parish
352-7555

"WE'VE NOT YET had a negative reaction from students," he
said. "They've been most
pleased."
The first six weeks of the semester are spent at the University, and
then the students leave for their
chosen sites. Wills said the orientation program makes them a ware of
what to exoect.
During the orientation program,
students are given basic survival
language lessons. Knowing the native language is an asset, but students aren't eliminated from the
program if they can't speak it,
Wills said.
Since students teach at American schools, English is the language used for instruction.
However, Wills said that many
students pick up much of the native
language while living with host
families.
Applicants for the program must
to through a selection process,
tudents are interviewed by the
College of Education International
Education Committee. Wills said
they must also present letters of
recommendation from faculty
members.

HAPpY HQCIRS
4-6 PM & 9-10

PM

BRING IN THIS AD FOR
HALF
DOZEN

NACHOS 75c

OFFER GOOD THROUGH 10/6/82
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BATTLE FOR -&1
FALCONS vs. W. MICHIGAN
Saturday Oct. 2

FREE styling consultations for men 4 woman.
Com* (urn how wo can mako you took battart
SAVE $4!

1:30 p.m. Perry Field

Now only sm
Your Falcons are
in First Place in the

SAVE S3! Now only SSI
OHot rollers or wet sets: $2 extra)
SAVE $10! Now only $261

MAC! Be on hand

SAVE 97! Now only $w

Battle WMU Broncos

SAVE $10! Now only $261

Saturday when they
in a critical conference
game.

SAVE $5! Now only $16-$21l
SAVE $4! Now only sc-stai

Tickets are on sale

(Siiaftt additional charge lor
betow-shoukter-lengtri hair)

daily in the Memorial

Command Performance
The

. . . from Page 1

Cabinet Secretary Dan Meridor
said the government was giving the
investigating committee a free nand
to probe any question related to the
killings in the camps and to call any
witness, including ministers and gen-

At Command Performance!

Precision haircut w/
shampoo & styling
(Reg. $14)
Shampoo & styling
CReg.$8)
FuH permanent •
(Reg. $35)
Part'I permanent •
(Reg. $25)
Frosting •
(Reg. $35)
Color highlight •
(Reg. $20-$26)
Tinting •
(Reg. $16-$22)
• Haircut extra

The office also has a goal of
strengthening communication between minority students, faculty and
staff and non-minority people. They
also want to bring about an understanding of cultures both within and
outside of Ohio, she said.

Another goal of the office is to
develop resources on program ideas,
University policies and procedures
and community involvement, she
said.

Israel

Wallace

According to Okoiti, the office is
trying to develop resources, such as
records and files on minority personalities. This project began last year
when the office sent a letter to other
campus offices urging them to plan an
activity for Martin Luther King Day.
When the other offices received the
letter, she said, they called the minorities office for the resources
needed to conduct the project.
"We didn't have the necessary resources to give them. If we ask people
to do something, we should have some
resources to give them," she said.

Hairstyimg

Hall Ticket Office.
r************
****************************»♦*****!

Place

Salon hours: t>9 M-f, 9-7 Sat. 12-5 Sun Tel. 352-6516
1072 N. Main Street
Bowing Green. Ohio
Appointments available for perms & coloring.
HWRYt Sala la for LIMITED TIME ONLY!

INTERESTED IN
REDEVELOPING A

Pftsferer^GIadfeox

HUGE

FRATERNITY?

9th Birthday

TAU KAPPA EPSILON

SALE

is being reorganized,
and an entirely new chapter
is forming
"There will be NO
pledging!
*The new group will
"make their own"
fraternity and make
all decisions
*TKE is the largest
Fraternity in the world.

TKEoffers:
-travel opportunities
-job placement
-low cost insurance
■student loans
-social!
-scholastics
-leadership
-brotherhood and more.

Call John Paulson (Director of Chapter Revitalization)
6 Old Fraternity Row
372-5434

iAA/vvVX/"^'

Htfi Cab00tUiuee&fi

save to 30% on
mens & ladies
New Fall and Winter
Clothing and Sportswear.

COLLEGE NITE
OPEN
Thursday till 9:00pm
With Special Birthday
Sale Prices

101 N. Main
On the main Corners of Downtown BG
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SPORTS BRIEFS

cream cheese filled cupcakes &
brownies - decorated cakesbagels-cookies - doughnuts.
Present this coupon
$1 minimum purcnase
purchase
si
1448 E. Wooster
Harshman
(Accross from Harshman)
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THE ALL-SPORTS PASS
IS STILL AVAILABLE!

» Purchase yours TODAY in the |
j Memorial Hall Ticket Office, j

b*
IS ONLY AS
FARASYOURPHONE

Anyone interested In trying out for
Bowline Green's women's Softball
team should attend open tryouts on
the women's intercollegiate field, be6inning next Monday, Oct. 4 at 7 a.m.
lterested persons should come
dressed to participate at the tryouts,
which will go on until Oct. 8.

Anyone interested in working the
scorer's table for Bowling Green's
women's basketball team this season
and/or for the women's BG-alumni
game on Oct. 16, please call Julie
Fritz at the Athletic Department office (372-2401).

Two former Bowling Green athletes
and a professor emeritus will be honored on Varsity BG Day, this Saturday, in conjunction with the Falcons'
football game against Western Michigan.
Honored at ceremonies preceding
the game at Doyt L. Perry Field and
at a banquet afterwards will be Honorary Letter Award winner Dr. J.
Russell Coffey, Gold Letter Award
recipient Ervui J. Kreischer and Silver Letter Award winner Mark
Welker. In addition, members of several championship Falcon football and
swimming teams will be honored.
The banquet will take place in the
Grand Ballroom of the University
Union, beginning with a reception at
4:30 p.m. The dinner and program
follow at 6 p.m.
Tickets for the banquet are $10 and
may be purchased at the Memorial
Hall Ticket office any day this week
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. Tickets for
the BG-WMU Mid-American Conference football game are also available
and may also he purchased at Memorial HaU.

Bowling Green's rugby team rolled
to four victories last weekend, with
three of them coming as shutuots.
Falling to the Falcons this week was
Ohio Wesleyan, Ohio State, and Miami. The victories up the Falcon
ruggers record to 9-1.
Wingers Brad Mossman and Dave
Wilt scored tries in the first half and
Dave Meyer's conversion made the
first half score 10-9 in BG's favor. The
Bishops managed one more try and
conversion in the second half but
otherwise it was all BG as the ruggers
racked up 30 points on there way to a
40-15 victory. Mitch Leach scored
twice while Dan Reed, Marty Moran,
and Brad Rossi got one try a piece.
Dave Meyer booted five more conversion kicks.
BG moved right into the second
match with Weseleyan without breaking stride as they downed the Bishops
22-0. Scoring tries were Wayne McClain, Mitch Leach, Dave Tapp, and
Dave Walt. Dan Reed made one conversion kick while Meyer booted two
more.
After polishing off the Bishops, the

The Falcons' other Junior co-captain, Renee Manwaring, lead all
scorers in the first game with six
points.
The second game saw the Beavers
jump out to a quick 3-0 lead. Bluffton
extended its' lead to 8-3 before BG
ignited for the last 12 points of the
game to win by an identical 15-8
count.
It was Flick who again lit the Falcon fire with her serving. She served
BG to within one pouit at 8-7 and
freshman Deb Hopkins picked it up
from there with the next rive points to
fiit the Falcon spikers up 12-1. Dawn
emberton served the last two points
to nail Bluffton's coffin shut.
The third and final game of the bestof-five game series was much closer
than the first two.
Again, the Beavers jumped out to a
quick 4-0 lead, but this time they were
able to hold it longer. In fact, Bluffton
was able to hold their four-point lead
until the score was 12-8.
Then, it was Falcon Deb Snow who
came off the bench to serve BG's 10th,
11th, 12th and 13th points and give her
team a 13-12 lead. The Beavers tied
the score at 13-13, but Tracy Livesey
served the final two points to grab the
third game and the match.
The next action for the Falcon spikers will be at the Western Michigan
Tournament this Friday and Saturday at Kalamazoo, Michigan.

BLUFFTON - Bowling Green's
women's volleyball team improved
its' record to « with a 15-8,154,15-13
straight-game victory over host Bluffton College in non-conference action
last night.
The Falcons opened the first game
with a string of four points to grab a 40 lead. They held that four-point lead
throughout the game until, with the
score 12-8 in favor of BG, Falcon
junior co-captain Julaine Flick served
three straight points to claim victory
for her team.

Players seek pre-bargaining meeting

352-5166

NEW YORK (AP) - The head of the
striking National Football League
players, seeking to get the stalled
contract talks in gear, sent a message
to the owners' chief negotiator yesterday suggesting a meeting before the
formal bargaining resumes tommorrow in Washington.
Ed Garvey, the executive director
of the union, recommended to Jack
Donlan, his counterpart with the Man-

brings you a Quality pizza or
submarine sandwich

FAST FREE DELIVERY

Due to N.F.L. STRIKE
The U.A.O. trip to the Browns/Bengals game (9-27) has been

CANCELLED
Refunds will be given up
in the UAO office.
Please Bring receipt and/or I.D.

m>
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Falcons went to work on Ohio State
and Miami. Against the Buckeyes, BG
backs stole the entire show.
Bill Miller and Kelly Blakely each
scored one try while Tom Fiala
scored two in the second shutout of the
day for BG. Nick Lukaszewicz's two
conversion kicks rounded out the
scoring in the 20-O whitewash of the
Buckeyes.
Then to add one final bit of luster to
the day's accomplishments, BG
bumped off arch-rival Miami, 14-0.
Miami had earlier in the day been
defeated by Ohio State 15-12. Joe
Aulino, Kelly Blakely, and Mark
Comte finished off the day's scoring
with tries while Lukaszewicz made a
final conversion kick.
The Falcons will host Xavier University at 2 p.m. this Saturday for
three matches at College Park.

agement Council, that the meeting
cover grievance procedures, future
pension benefits, a fund for pre-1959
players, a joint counseling program,
insurance issues, the involvement of
players on the Competition Committee and "your problems with proposed scale."
That last matter - a wage scale
based solely on years of service without regard to position - is the major
roadblock to the resolution of the
week-old strike, which has forced the
league to call off 14 regular-season
games and is almost certain to knock
out next weekend's 14 as well.
There was no immediate response
to Garvey's suggestion from the Management Council.
NFL Commissioner Pete Rozelle
has said the strike must be settled by
tommorrow in order to play next
Sunday's and Monday night games.
In his message to Donlan, Garvey
said the counciFs "refusal to bargain
has jeopardized another week of
games. Your insistence at the table

that a scale tied to a fund is totally
unacceptable (to the owners) is further proof of your refusal to bargain
in good faith. He also said the formal
sessions have "accomplished nothing
because of your refusal to compromise on a single issue."
Garvey and the union received support in his contention that the Management Council has failed to bargain
in good faith, in one area at least,
when Julius Conn, an administrative
law judge, ruled in the union's favor
in its attempt to force the league to
open its books.

His decision may be appealed by
the council to the full NLRB. Said Jim
Miller, public relations director for
the Management Council: "It's only a
recommendation ... These things are
routinely overruled all the time. We
feel confident it will be overruled this
Cohn held that the Management time."
Council violated the National Labor
Garvey called Conn's decision "imRelations Act by refusing to furnish
the players' union with individual Krtant because we are alleging that
s is an unfair labor practice strike
Elayer contracts and the non-moneiry provisions of network television and we think this is the first step in
and network radio contracts and rec- proving this allegation. It's a nice,
ommended to the full five-member clear signal to all the owners ... that
National Labor Relations Board that this is a serious step toward establishthe NFL be ordered to turn over the ing this as an unfair labor practice
strike."
documents to the union.

ALPHA PHI
would like to congratulate their
new Initiates....
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Hams * Prices Effective thru Saturday,
October 2,1982. Quantity Rights Reserved

Deli-Bake Shop
U.S.D.A. CHOICE BEEF

Barb
Kocevar

•b?
»

"It is well settled that the duty of an
employer to bargain in good faith
includes the obligation to disclose to
its employees' collective bargaining
representative data that are relevant
and reasonably necessary to its role
as bargaining agent," Cohn said in
the 14-page decision.

Annette
Conrad

Sirloin
Steaks
258

U.S.Savings
Bonds.
Associated General Contractors
Organizational meeting for all
Construction & Design Majors
featuring Mr. Ray Huberspecial railroad - engineer consultant
Wednesday 8pm
105 Tech Building
'OulilKlSirtstolkmvymHling.
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CONGRATULATIONS!

1/3 Off October Perm Sale

Roast Beef
Submarine
Chocolate
Chip Cookies
-

SODA POP COUPON )!
Ij FRESH. HARMONY HOUSE

REGULAR OR DIET

Caffeine-Free

Seven-Up

Like

c

8 BT 99

uan TWO wrm net COUPON, UWT cm COUPON
K* CUSTOMER VMJO THUU SAT. OCT. 2.1M2

■ Health
iiFood

*kc

IPM

R White
Bread

Reg.
$25.00
$35.00
$45.00
Now
$17.50
$23.00
$30.00
Haircut not included
Use your Macy's charge card!
Call 352-5615

PRICES EFTEECTIVE AT BOWLING GREEN AW STORE ONLY.

It thera a future In teaching T
Explore the profession at our second

SFS

Career Seminar

c$.

Teaching In Today's World"
Thurs.,Sept. 30- 9:00A.M.
Compton Hall Lounge

Phone 2-0202 If you plan to attend
C.E.O.
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Browns prepare for
strike negotiations
CLEVELAND (AP) - With
no end to the National
Football League players'
strike in sight, members of
the Cleveland Browns are
bracing for what they expect will be the owners'
next move - lifting the
lockout.
Negotiators for the two
sides will meet again in
Washington on tommorrow
in an attempt to resolve the
dispute.
II the owners lift their
week-long lockout, the solidarity of the National Football League Players
Association would be
tested, said Browns player
representative Doug Dieken.
"That's what we feel
their game plan is," Dieken said. "Any tactic such
as that means they're trying to fight us behind our
back rather than at the
negotiating table, where
we can get this thing setledIt would be typical of
them. It's a cut-throat way
of trying to break the
union-"
By lifting the lockout, the
owners would be extending
an open invitation for players to return to camp. If
enough returned, the owners could conceivably fill
the rosters with free
agents and resume the regular-season schedule.
THUS FAR, only a handful of veterans in the 1,500member union has decided
not to honor the strike. The
Browns, one of the strongest union teams in the
league, met for an hour
last morning at the Brooklyn High School football
stadium. west of Cleve-

land, to discuss the issues.
Cornerback Ron Bolton,
the alternate player representative, has been with
the Browns since 1976. He
knows the feelings of his
teammates as well as anyone and said that he's "almost sure" no member of
the Browns would defect if
the lockout is lifted.
Asked why he isn't totally sure, Bolton replied:
"I'm not totally sure of
anything except death. On
the whole, everybody on
this team is sticking to
their guns and hoping that
something positive nappens sooner or later."
The owners have offered
a substantial pay raise, but
the players last demanded
50 percent of television
revenue and a wage scale,
The owners have rejected
both concepts,
Dieken said that he does
not foresee any progress in
the contract talks unless
the owners themselves
come to the table. He suggested that Browns owner
Art Modell could help resolve the impasse.
"it would help," Dieken
said. "He's a man of authority. He could make a
decision with some authority behind it. I believe he's
one of the most powerful
owners in the league,
Heck, Art's the guy who
negotiated the TV contract."
Modell said last week
that his intervention is out
of the question. He said
that he participated in the
last contract talks in the
players' strike of 1974 and
was so humiliated he
wouldn't consider particigating again.

* LOOK FOR *
FRIDAY'S EDITION
OF

The BG News'

Weekender
Your Guide to
Entertainment and the Arts
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shop 7 p.m. to 10 p.m

We'll close promptly at 5:30 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 30, then
re-open from 7 to 10 p.m. Shop for the great fashion savings.
Juniors
20% oH entire flock Jr. swtotirs. Novelty,
striped, more in acrylic, cotton and wool blends.
Sizes S-M-L. Reg. $9-$54. sol* 7,20-43.20

for a **
Cabaret Director

Westport

Reg. $15. sole 2/520 or $11 *o.
25% and more off acrylic turtlenecks. Off white,
fuchsia, jade, blue, rust, red and novy.
S-M-L. Reg. $15, sale 2/520 or $11 .a.

20% off famous maker Jr. jeans. Chic.
Brittanio. Calvin Klein, more.
Sizes 5-13. Reg. $24-$39. sale 19.20-31.20

20% off men's striped sweaters. Entire stock
Robert Bruce, Macy's Men's Store, Sports
in Motion. Reg. $26-$38. sale 20.80-30.40

25% off cotton blend turtlenecks. Cotton/
polyester in white, navy, kelly. red,

2S%-42% off entire stock Jr. slacks, skirts.
Corduroy, flannel, slacks. Solid.
plaid skirts. Reg. $22$36. sale 16.50-27.00

25% off entire stock men's rugby shirts.
100% cotton knits in ruby, novy, teal,
khaki, more. Reg. $26 $35 sale 19.50-26.25

25% off misses plaid shirts. Cotton/polyester
blend in red. navy, green, brown, more.

20% off entire stock Jr. woven tops.
Dressy blouses, plaid or stripe shirts,
more. Reg. $16-$58, sale 12.80-46.40

25% and more off acrylic knit pullovers. Off-white,
jade, fuchsia, blue, green, red. S-M-L

block, khaki, more, Reg. 510, sale 7.50

Sizes8-18. Reg. $18-$22.sale$13-$l6
25% off entire stock Jr. outerwear. Includes
jackets, blazers and suits. Wool, poplin,
corduroy, more. Reg. $39-$140. sale 29.25-105.00
20% off entire stock Jr. perspective
sportswear. Esprit. East Side Clothing. Jou
Jou, others. Reg. $12-$140, sale 9.60-112.00
20%-25% off jr. fall coordinates. Selected
styles from Fay's Closet, Tomboy, others.
Blazers, skirts, more. Reg. $21 $85 sale$16-S68
20% off Jr. activewear. T-tops. sweat pants,
more from Hong Ten, Pandora, Breakaway,
others. S-M-L. Reg. J1B-S40. sale 14.40-32.00
20% off entire stock Jr. dresses. Gunne Sax
separates and dresses, georgettes, more.
Sizes 3 13. Reg. $18-572, sale 14.40-57.60
Junior i (OJ65/635/133/89/121 / 224/605/230/119/214/638/115'
315/245)

Young Collector
25% off Voung Collector basic sweaters.
Crewnecks. turtlenecks. more in 100% wool,
lambswool. furblends. Reg. $20-540. sale $15-530
25% off Voung Collector oxford shirts.
Buttondown style in white, lilac, pink,
yellow, blue. 6-16. Reg. $20, sale $15
20% off Young Collector status jeans.
Save off ticket price. Brittanio. Sasson,
Chic. more. Reg. $22$38. sale 17.60-30.40

25% off entire stock Young Collector coordinates.
Crepe-de-chine, wool blends in
fall colors. Reg. 528-5130. sale 21.00-97.50
40% and more off Villager blouses. Plaids,
more in crepe-de-chine and cotton/polyester
blends. Reg. 546552 sale 27.60-31.20
Young Collector (0667/661/666/663/168)

Clubhouse, Misses
20% off entire stock Clubhouse Pendleton
sportswear. 100% wool flannel, tweed,
herringbone. Tartan plaid.

25% off entire stock Westport slacks.
Polyester, cotton corduroy in belted, elastic

prints, stripes. Reg. $36-$78 sale 28.80-62.40
20% off entire stock misses coats. Long and short
wool, down filled, polyfill, more styles.
6-18 reg.. petite. Reg. $59 $185. sale47.20-139.00
20% off entire stock Aubergine. Essentials blouses.
Menswear oxfords, plaids, ruffle styles,
more. Reg. $18 $35, sale 14.40-28.00
20% off Essentials novelty pullovers. Stripes.
solids in wool blends. Several styles.
Reg. $22 $34. sale 17.60-27.20

This week at

Mr. Bojangles
presenting

25% off Fundamental Things slacks. French
canvas of 100% polyester. Black, brown,
navy, more. 8-18. Reg. $34, sale 25.50

KLIK
:

Clubhouse (0646). Dresses (0135/150/134/138).
Cools (055/70/169/158). Misses (063/94/85)

Hot Rock-n-Roll
THURSDAY

•
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20% off entire stock sweater vests. Essentials.
Sidney Gould, Rosanna, Cottons, wool blends,
acrylics. Reg. $20 $25. sale $16-$20

presort this
Hr.Bojuiglos

Fri. &Sat.:
All Night Happy Hours
Thursday:
Happy Hours 8:30-9:30

Westport
20% off Young Westport seporates. Entire stock
blouses and selected slacks and skirts.
Fritzi. Eber. more. Reg. $15-530. sale $12-524

20% off entire stock Robert Bruce sweaters.
100% orlon or wool in several fall colors.
S-M-L-XL. Reg. $24 $32 sale 19.20-25.60

waist, more. Reg. $15-522. sale 11.25-16.50

25% off Arrow Dover dress shirts. Buttondown
solids and club stripes. Cotton/polyester
blend Reg. $20-$22. sale 15.00-16.50

25% off entire stock corduroy jumpers.
Float or elastic waist styles. Camel, navy.
wine. grey. Reg. 525-530, sale 18.75-22.50

20% off Faroh belted corduroy slacks.
Midwale corduroy in tan, grey, navy,
more. 32-42. Reg. $28. sale 22.40

25% off wool blend skirts. Navy, camel,
grey, wine. Dirndl, belted, elastic
waist styles. Reg. $20-$28, sale$15-$21

20% off Haggar corduroy separates. Blazers,
vests, slocks in tan cotton/polyester.
Reg. $22 $80 sale 17.60-64.00

25% off Russ basic coordinates. Polyester woven
jackets, blouses, slacks ond skirts.
Sizes 8-18. Reg. $18-$44. sale 13.50-33.00

20% off entire stock men's fall outerwear.
William Barry, London Fog, Catalina,
others. Reg. $66-$95, sale 52.80-76.00

Westport (0660/188/80/184/162)

20% off men's Calvin Klein jeans. 5 pocket
style in 100% cotton denim. Waist
sizes 28-40. Reg. 539, sale 31.20

Women's World

20% off entire stock Jockey underwear,
Gold Toe hosiery. Underwear, Reg. 4.50-13.00.
sale 3.60-10.40. Hosiery, Reg. 3.00-4.50.
sale 2.40-3.60

25% off famous maker coordinates. Devon, Fire
Islander, Koret. Polyester/acrylic in
blue, berry, plum. Reg. $24-$68, sale 18.00-51.00

20% off Young Men's Great Plains denim jeans.
100% cotton. Waist sizes 28-38.
Reg. $15, sale$12

25% off entire stock women's denims. Several
styles. Sizes 32-38. Reg. S36-$42.
sale 27.00-31.50

20% off Young Men's RPM tri-blend slacks.
Brown, grey, navy, more. 28-36 waist
sizes. Reg. $28, sale 22.40

25% off entire stock oxfordcloth shirts, sweaters.
Shirts. Reg. $18, sale 13.50.
Sweaters. Reg. $16-$32. sole $12-$24

20% off Young Men's sportshirts. Ploids.
stripes in long sleeve and buttondown
styles S-M-L-XL. Reg. $18, sale 14.40

25% off lady Devon basic coordinates.
Jackets, skirts, slacks and coordinating
blouses. Reg. 528-542, sale 21.00-31.50

20% off entire stock Young Men's outerwear.
Gabrielle. Progressions, more. Cotton/
polyester blends. Reg. $35 $65 sale$28-$52

Women's World (D78/124/139/78)

Lingerie

30% off Young Men's activewear. Basic fleece
crewneck top and pull-on pants. Navy, grey,
gold, more. Reg. $12, soleS.40
Men s(D39/!07/37/8/l 13/613/103/267/105).
Young Men's (0274/483' 104/183/108)

20% off thermal underwear. Crewneck tops or
ankle length pants. Reg. 57. sale 5.60
20% off entire stock basic bras, body shapers.
Playtex, others, Reg. 3.50-31.00. sale 2.80-25.00
20% off Warner's foundations. Sheer Appeal ond
"Sizzles.' Reg. 6.00-13.50. sale 4.80-10.80
20% off entire stock long tricot gowns. 100%
nylon. P-S-M-l. Reg. $17-$39. sale 13.60-31.20
20% off fleece robes, long or short styles.
P-S-M-l. Reg. $35-$45. sale $28-$36
lingerie (07/26/442/122/64)

20% off entire stock misses dresses.
1, 2-piece dresses in fall solids.

Application: UAO office
Deadline: Oct. 1st

Men's Young Men's
25% off men's flannel shirts. Basic 2 pocket
style with 7-button front. 100% cotton
plaids. S-M-L-XL. Reg. $16. sale $12

20% off Chaus tops, separates. Crepe de chine,
silk de chine, polyester in red, blue, white,
brown. Reg. $31 $46, sale 24.80-36.80

v

night

CO

Accessories
50% off 14K gold, diamond jewelry. Chains,
charms, initials, pierced earrings,
pendants. Reg. 515-5300. sale 7.50-150.00
50% off 14K gold earrings. Pierced styles by
Jacmel. Earrings, reg. $22 $98. sale $11 $49
Earring jackets. Reg. $25-$55. sale 12.50-27.50

Children's
25% off girls' outerwear. Reversible. zip-oH sleeve,
-nore. 4-14. Orig. $34 $53. sole 25.50-39.75
25%-30% off girls' denim jeans. Selected basic, fashion
styles Reg $16 $23. sole $10$ 17
Girls crewneck sweaters with bonus monogram.
Red. navy, cream wool/acrylic. $1(
20% off girls' Russ coordinates. Blouses, skirts,
knickers. 7 14. Reg. $15 $29, sale 12.00-23.00
30% off selected girls' coordinates. Skirts,
jumpers, more. 4-6x. Reg. $8$18, sale 5.60-12.60
Infant Trimflt stretch sleepers. Selected
styles. Reg. 9.50. sale2/$12
30% off infant, toddler separates. Selected novelty
tops, basic bottoms. Reg. 4.5014.00, sale 3.00-9.00
30% off Infant, toddler dresses. Selected fall
styles. Orig. $12 $23, sale8.10-15.20
25% off girls' flannel gowns. Selected styles.
Sizes 4-14. Orig. $11, sale8.25

20% off famous maker pierced earrings.
Biagi. Napier. Orion. Trifari. others.

20% off girls' backpacks. Canvas. Jet Bag.
Sasson. Orig. $8 $15, sole 6.40-12.00

20% oH entire stock tights. 100% nylon and
warm acrylic blends in basic and fashion
shades. Reg. 6.50-9.75. saleS.20-7.80

25% off entire stock boys' lightweight jackets,
ski jackets. Reg. $35 $55 sale 26.25-41.25

20% off entire stock leotards. Nylon, lycra
and cotton/lycra blends. Basic and fashion
colors. Reg. 11.50-24.00. sale 9.20-19.20
25% off entire stock Etlenne Aigner handbags.
Shoulder bags, hobos, more in burgundy
leather. Reg. $20-1125, sale 15.00-93.75
25% off entire stock clearance handbags,
leather, vinyl, canvas, straw, linen.
Orig. $12-$20. now $9-$15
25% off entire stock Kfffe handbags. Tote.
duffle styles in nylon. Brown, tan,

25% off entire stock boys' corduroy leans.
Basic boot cut. Reg. 515-517. sale 11.25-12.75
25% off boys' lee jeans. 5-pocket straight leg
style. 100% cotton. Reg. 519523, sale 14.25-17.25
25% off bays' Faroh related dress separates.
100% polyester. Reg. 17.50-44.00, sale 13.12-33.00
25% off boys' stripe knit tops. Long sleeved.
4 20 Reg $7 $24. sole 5.25-18.00
25% off boys activewear. sport ond novelty
tops. 4-20. Reg. $5-$32, sale3.75-24.00
25% off boys' flannel, woven shirts. 4-20.
Reg. $10 $16. sale 7.50-12.00

olive, more. Reg. $12-$14, sale9.00-10.50

25% off boys' sweaters, velours. Stripes,
solids. 4-20. Reg. $12 $30 sale*.00-22.50

Accessories (0629/9/630/6/603/112)

Children (D186/37/51/60/61/65/43/S8/677/74/72)

The MEN of B.G.S. U. Coming
to Macy's College Night
7 to 10

S Tin BO Ntw/September 29. 1982

WTHE FALCONS ARE YOUR TEAM!!!
CLASSIFIEDS
Clossstlied rotes ore 40c per line. »1.J0 minimum. SOU) TYPt SOc •«lro per
od. Approximotely 25 lo 30 spaces per line
CAnVUS/CITV eVIMTS listings lot nonprolll. public servke activities will be
inserted OMCI io< Iree and at regular rotes thereafter
Deadline lor all listing* it 2 dayt before publKolion at 4 00 p m Friday at
4 p.m. it tha deadline for tha Tuesday edition
Classified lormt or* availobla at me BO News office. 10* University Hell.

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Sept 29 1982
Racquetball Club Meeting
Wed Sept 29 220 MSC. 9 00 PM
8ome*Mng for everyone at the B.0.
Co-op Nursery School OARAGE
SALE 1 PLANTS. BAKED GOODS a
CRAFTS SALE. Furniture. Clothes,
houeevrare. toys, u-rtatne-lt. Fri..
Oct.!. from 9am-8pm and Sat..
Oct 2 from 8am-3pm. at the old
Kroner. Store on N. Main.

YELLOW I0-SPEED STOLEN AT
EDUCATION BDLG
TUES . BETWEEN 6-7 30 PM ANY INFORMA
TION RELATING TO RECOVERY
APPRECIATED - REWARD—CALL
372-4607

RI0€ AVAILABLE TO CHICAGO
AND'OR WISCONSIN AREA FRIDAY. SEPT 24TH AM CALL 352
1396

SERVICES OFFERED

Lou « University Bookstore, burgsndy backpack with al my notes and
eyeglasses'" Please cal KelNeen al

HAPPY HOURS AT SAM B'S
MPMI v-10 PM DAILY""'"!

352-7097
LOST AT BRAUTHAUS CITIZEN
QUARTZ WATCH PLEASE CAU
352 2035 REWARD

LOST AND FOUND

ALPHA PHI RETREAT IS COMING GET READY FOR FUN TIMES'

LOST—in the field blwn Quads Sat
at Bathtub Races, a ladies gofd Caravele watch with 2 then oat cords as
the band valuable to owner, sm
reward' Contact Jil 24929

ATTENTION STUDENTS WOMEN IN
COMMUNICATIONS IS HAVING
WHITE ELEPHANT SALE SPONSORED BY LOCAL MERCHANTS ON
THURS0AY
SEPT
30 IN THE
UNION OVAL

Loot mmsture Fern Schneuzer on
9 1662
Silver grey
red cottar.
Mtm REWARD' 352-6085
Found Tan Umbrella in 1st lloor
restroom. Lite Science Blag Cal
637 2867 alter 5 pm

RIDES
HELP' RIDE NEEDED desperately to
Dayton or vtcmrty on weekend ol Oct
< Win gladly help pay tor gas Call
Kan al 362-2972
NEED RIDE TO - FROM CINCIN
NAT1 ON FRI . OCT I WEEKENO
WILL HELP W GAS CALL TOM AT
3528940

THIS WEEK ONLY!!

Expert Typing
Reasonable Rates
Cal 352-7305 atlay 5pm
WILL TYPE PAPERS REPORTSTEXT 1 STATS 352—6038 EARLY
AM OR WKENOS REASONABLE
RATES

PERSONAL

JUST ASK - NO COUPON NEEDED, j
16" pizza

^-,

cheese 4.25

Anyone present at Howard's. Sept
4. 1982. who witnessed the arrival ol
the police and'or any arrests made
please contact Adrian Cimerman at
352-6531 IEXT 2245)

1

(not valid with any other offer)

Two persons needed to sublease 2
bdrm
apl
Jan-Aug
Furnished.
ctoae to campus Cal 352-1238
1 or 2 M rmtes needed II cover
gas bit. we I spit cheap ease Em
(SI 5-20 mo ) Have a whole room to
your self al Winlhrop Apt Cal 3542269. Jell

Is there a luture in teaching' Explore
the profession at our second Carrer
Semmar- TEACHING IN TODAY'S
WORLD
Thursday. Sepl 309 00am
Compton Hall Lounge
Phone 2 0202 if you plan lo attend
CEO University Division

FALL SHOE SALE
FALCON HOUSE
140 E. WOOSTER. 352-3610

HELP WANTED
ELECTRICIANS
APPRENTICESHIP
OPPORTUNITY
(Men S Women)
The Toledo Joint Electricians' Apprenticeship and Training Committee
will be accepting applications lor
apprenticeship Irom October 4.
1982 through November 5 1982
Applications w* be available al Local
Union "8 Meeting Hal. 807 Lime City
Rd . Rossford. Ohro (next lo Interstate Lanes) al 10 00 a m Monday
through Friday It you are between
18 and 26 (inclusive) years ol age.
(up to 30 lor Qualifying veterans),
have al least a 10th grade education,
have a math and science background
and are m good physical and mental
condition you quality to apply lor sard
program YOU MUST APPLY IN PERSON. An Equal Opportunity Em
ployer.
RELIABLE student to operate and
develop cook* route Apply a! Jack s
Bakery across Irom Harshman Must
have own tranaportalion

It's coming October I Oth Be there or
be square Kappa Delta-Zeta Beta
Tau Croquet Tournament

FRESHMEN FOLLIES
SEPT 29 • OCT 2
JOE E BROWN THEATRE
8 00 PM
St 00

John C Cole. Congratulations lor
being elected as Pappa Smurt ol Kohl
Hall by Macho Glover the Lover, 8.
Surge
LADIES OF B G S U
•RUSHSIGMA ALPHA EPSILON LIL SIS
810 MON TUES « THURS
COME MEET THE MEN OF SAE

DO IT!
Yearbook Portraits
Have Started!
Call 372-0066

LOOKS UKE THE FIRST SNOW
CAME EARLY AT THE DO HOUSE
MARY K BURKHARDT, CONGRAT
ULATIONS ON YOUR ENGAGEMENT TO MICHAEL
ONE.
YEAR IS NOT SO FAR AWAY LOVE.
KATHI 6 MARSHA
Mndy. Your smile and support have
won our love, we can never lhank you
enough lor being such a super Chi-OMom Love ^Chi Chi"
DOIT!
Yearbook Portraits
Have Started1

The Outpost Western Store Is
looking for ambitious saleclerk.
Part-time. Must be able to work
weekends. Apply in person. 161 112
S. Main Si.

NEXT-TO-NEW-SHOP Clothing
Houseware priced low
Open
Tueel0-4pm andFrrt-7pm
SI Aloysius School 2nd lloor

Want To Succeed in The ClassRoom''
Want To Be Rich'
Want To Be Successful9
For more Inlormatton write to
Joe Cambeli Associates
26 Drrvers Lane Debt BG
Laurel Springs. NJ 08021
Sales Reps Wanted

PHI MU FLAMUR
- PHI MU FLAMUR
OCTOBER 2. 1962
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Beer Blast (lor Muscular Dyatraly).
Sal, el 6pm-1am.

5:00 PM
Pick up an Application in the
(JAO office.

SME CHAPTER MEETING
WED
SEPT 29TH
6 30 PM
RM 105 TECH BUILDING TOPIC
CURRENT PROBLEMS IN STEEL
MANUFACTURING

Gymnastic and tumbang assistant
warned Cal Ed 837-5274

SUE DOMAN JULIE DOW CAROL
PORTER. KAREN LERCHBACHER
> THERESA PANTANELLA-GET
PSYCHED FOR A GREAT YEARi
WELCOME TO THE BEST HOUSE
ON CAMPUS' LOVE THE ZBT LIL
SISSES

FOR SALE

LEA0 GUITAR AND BASS FOR
ROOTS WAVE DANCE BAN0 CALL
DAVID AT 362 4032

Tell Chris R Happy Birthday today'
Live (I up C . you're only legal twtce1

FOR SALE MUST SELL
Yamahp 650cc Special Beautiful
cond $1400 or best oiler Black 5
Chrome Cal Ted 352 3991

Call 2 4470

Hitachi

Call 372-2601 or stop by 106 University Hall

UrsmCkt
IsarlrrSnlraiMul

Pan Pizza's
"In" At Pizza Inn!
if you're looking for a panful of the best deep dish pizza you'll ever
taste, try our new Pan Pizza! We could go on forever describing its
great flavor, but we've picked some choice words that say it all...

CHEE8IER MEATIER DEEPER
SAVORIER CRUSTIER BUBBLIER TASTIER
THICKER
m»
riftfirirn

teweeatePr^ra

MUasiPv

BrOlrUBrU

■rtsGaBBaSn
sera,*
Oatas

O/voss Snrsrf I si.mfr.
Creates! Jtsrw Oresarous
MB Saras PI

OsMsiCU
DfreWssBsrsotrtesI
Basks PI Tia
User sk<s Srass (he
"1*1 Cat
Orsuadst
nulirin isaaesliiliinal
laaaltsl Usrslaa Us.
■atnnifnB] Cturi
bresDM.Fi
lUUnOruaaaeai

+»^
ror pLcaa ram K> Plzaa Inn W

PlCTainni

1

$6 950 Cal 823-3315
74 Muslang II hatchback, auto, ps
AM FM cassette v-6 engine Call
372-8724 eves.

Where else can. you llnd prize
giveaways, drink specials, great
music and greet fun? Only with
WFAL and Ranees. Rocknlte with
Renees. Od. 4th. Llaten lo WFAL
680 am for more details!

Kenwood 8050 Receiver
120-150 watts wrlti dubbing, mis
turn table. 2 deck lealures
Cal Mark al 354 3091
1977 YAMAHA RD 400
CALL WAYNE AT 352 3484

You deserve a break today Get
breakfast in bed with Big Chuck and
Feesh Sponsored by WFAL 680am
and McDonalds Listen (or details"

Weltal aensltaal Mi altres 'n ■ l|
skaeatkruk

BEATLE PARAPHANALIA. solid
wood encased Juc 4 channel receiver a components Cal 3328773

DOIT!
Yearbook Portraits
Have Started!

MB kr MM Aetrram
stasrsaarktin

1980 Blazer
$1,100 or best otter

Call 372-0066

TMlkatPlf

288-2653

8 Games lor St with College ID
anytime Al Sk.l Zone 132 N Mam.
next to Finders

IkasanMiCl 11 till Us.
Ismrer. Dsarr Uearr
laVrrinPtrressainsarrn
VradkrEailrrSrik

FOR RENT
1 a 2 Bedroom Apis Available 352
3841 11 00 3 00 pm or 354-1120
allor 3 00 pm

WANTED

2 Bedroom 6 1 Bedroom ept lor rent

Cal 352-7197

F. Roommate needed - lumlshed
except own bedroom - 1 mile Irom
campus - no utilities - 150/mo. Cell
Ann, 354-1600

Forest Apartments
Reasonable
rates John Newlove Real Estate.
354 2260 ot 352-6553

M Roommate Needed by Oct 1
Good Loc and Rent

STUDENTS S FACULTY
We stll have some rvce apartments
avaaable Give us a cal lor al your
housing needs NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 336 S Man 352 5620

Cat 352 3632
F. Rmta. lor 2nd sem., 525 E. Merry
St.
across Irom Off
Towers
I120fmo. Non-smoker preferred.
Call 372-7727.

APARTMENTS
1 etlic $145 mo & ulil . 2 2 bdrm
S285rmo a uhl Deposit Lease NO
PETS 352 4265

1 F RMTE NEEDED
S500SEM CALL 354-1272

9 Vehicle
13 Piqued
15 "The Lady of the

Get S 3.00 off a large or S 2.00 off
a medium size pizza, any style and
as many toppings as you want.
Present this coupon with guest
check. Mot valid with any other
offer.
Expiration: 10/14(82 BQ

IlllliiaeOss
OearrssDrieluess
PkEaSVaa
lasaikteiOrrastsssei
RrtiMUra«laa
Sea* (as
SssjaDestOI
SsraaOdan
»n«. •! Mess rVUTT I P. lawn
Map unea* Soaral CrruoiM
lasteirsevllertoellaaJQIana

1978 VW—Convetlajle Champaign
Edition 36.000 miles, blue with
white top superior condition Asking

TUESDAY IS GREEK NITE AT
SAM B'S!!!
9 PM-MIONIGHT

AREM1NDERAll newly formed organizations must register through the Office of Student
Organizations. Please contact our office at 2-2843 for further details.

ACROSS
1 Domestic
"scientist"
5 "...I will fear no

$3.00 or $2.00 Off.

lie Ms*

16
17
18
19
20
21
23
25
28
29
30
31
33
35
37
39
40
42
46
47
50

Asseverate
Wear down
Abroad
Fluid rock
Egyptian cobra
Beach vessels of
WWII
Charred
Honeymooners?
Anoer
Sicilian feature
At leisure
Counted out
System of rule
Attenuated
Mona
Prefix with saur
Raises up
Part of North
America
Grouchy ones
Apparel Item
Goddess ol
discord

51
52
55
57
58

Deed
Polygon?
For example
Untidiness
Native of
Northern
Colombia
Wkiy date
Kind of race
Young eel
Strong
ox
Herd members
Ridicule, modern
style
Hawaiian chant
Evening, in Italia
Jollity

AM—FM stereo cassette
$120
C?!! 354 1760

Realistic live band graphic eouemzer.
$50 00 Cal 352 1130

To the myslery Inend who sent Ihe
needed twenty- thanks' Hope lo be
able lo return the gesture someday
Use K

Hie following organizations have failed to return Organization Information Sheets to the Office of
Student Organizations as requested. This form, which has been mailed to every 19(1/12 registered
organization, must be returned to our office, «5 Student Services Building, by Friday, October 8.
Those organizations which fail lo rctotteliTfonnauonu^
1982/83 academic year.

itraaelfM
AtMaacOae
Unas Piassti lasst
•ksaWiBaa
Aamrai Carers! Srirl>
Hill Ifrlllll

For pizza out its Pizza Inrir

Roommate needed to share expeneee for 2 bedroom apartment.
$1 SSImo. Close lo cempua. Can Hal
at 352-3614.

SOUrO.

Customlied T-SMrta * Jerseys for
your group or organization
Lowest Prices-Fast Delivery.
Cell Jim 353-7011

SPECIAL NOTICE FOR STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS/CLUBS/GROUPS

352-4656

1 F. rmta. needed Immediately! 2nd
S High St.. close to campus. Call
352-4062

The PHI MU S lhank Ihe LAMBDA
CHI's lor a very spelled and lun
Pledge Day Jamboree'

• Reasonable Rates
• Professional Quality on the
Most Sophisticated Typesetting
Equipment in Bowling Green

1616E. Wooster

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
KEVIN LENNONIII

HAVE YOU REGISTERED FOR THE
POWDER PUFF SWEEPSTAKES.
GIFT CERTIFICATES OF »100. $50,
1 S2S. DRAWING OCT. 6TH. POW
PER PUFF 525 RIDGE ST.

Creeent HI' MO - Congrala on
being elected to the eweeome position of Pledge Class Scrap Book.
Let's make some memorlable
eventa for it. we'll start with getting
dates to Goo Phoo Boo. Gamma Phi
Love end Mane- Cresent Big, Robin

Deadline TONIGHT

Offers to the Students of
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

OFFER GOOD AT THESE PART1CIPATIPIQ RESTAURANTS:

2 Female Roommates needed Spring
Semester Close to Campus. 2nd and
High Cal Erica at 352-4062

Cell 372-0066

UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

F*xr pLua oat a* Plssa Inn.

HAIR UNLIMITED—143 W. Wooster- 153-3261. Heir care for men
and women el e reeaoneble price.

HAPPY 20TH BIRTHDAY
TONY PERNA
I LOVE YOU1

APPLICATION

in conjunction with

Buy any pizza and get the next
smaller same style pizza with
equal number of toppings. FREE.
Present this coupon with guest
check. Mot valid with any other
offer.
Expiration: 10/14/82 BQ

TKE.

2 bedroom turn apt Heel, water.
Cable TV paid lor AC parking lot.
laundry laciates. $340 mo Cal 362
7182

CONGRATULATIONS ALPHA PHIS
FOR WINNING THE SPIRIT AWARD
AT THE ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
PLEDGE DAY JAMBOREE

i
SENIOR REP.

a

THE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
SERVICES

Leigh
selected
of USG
making
PM Sle-

Congratusallona to Scott Rubenstem
on has TKE levaiering lo Janet ' Waiter Eddy Good Luck m the luture
Your Fraiera at the Bond

CHRIS AND ANNE CONGRATS ON
YOUR ZBT LAVALIERING" LOVE
THE ZBT LIL' SISSES
Clarence "Bud" Brown for Governor Organisational meeting. Wed.,
Sept 2v, 7:30 pm. 306 Henna.

.P°°°A
throu

4.90

Congratulations lo
HoHlngeworth for being
assistant lo the Vice-Pres
and Trade Meredith lor
Falconelte. Your Gamma
lore ere proud of you.

F Rmle needed IMMEDIATELY for
remainder ot school yeer Cal 3527847

GOOD JOB "SNAKES" AND "UNSINKABLES"
FOR SPLASHING
YOUR WAY TO VICTORY IN THE
3RD ANNUAL TKE-ROTC WATERWARS. THANKS TO ALL WHO PARTVCIPATED! THE BROTHERS Of

CONGRATS JULIE AND DAVE ON
YOUR ZBT LAVAUERING" LOVE.
THE ZBT LITTLE SISTERS

Chl-Os. Thanks lor a great tea You
dropped the bomb on us Can't wart
to do it again1 The Brothers if SAE

Call 372-0066

«

352-1539
3ht
♦ 2 items 5.55
Oct 3rd t
♦ 3 items 6.20
Sunday j
» additional items $.65

t

Attention!...
The Environmental Interest Group
meets Today and every Wed.. 6pm
In room 121 Hayes. All are welcome!
WFAL s Breaklast m Bed with Big
Chuck and Feesh Listen lor deiatls
on 680am Pick up entries at dorm

DOIT!
Yearbook Portrait!
Have Started!

j

BUY ANY LARGE PIZZA:
AND PAY
{
THE PRICE OF A SMALL PIZZA \

L

A great big thankyou lo al me people
who put on the New Student Reun
ion The Team Without a Name

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 AM
10 00 P.M.
I-600-43W039

DOMINO'S PIZZA ♦

I 1 item

ROCK WITH WFAL AND RENEES
ON OCT. 4TH. BUSSES LEAVE
UNION OVAL AT 8. 9. a IttPU
PRIZE GIVEAWAYS. FREE ADMISSION WITH COLLEGE ID AND
GOOD TIMES. FOR MORE DETAILS,
UtTTCN TO WFAL MOAMI

9
10
11
12
14
22
24
26

Rice cake
Greed
Venerated
Bought and sold
Printer's mark
Most retiring
Spain, to Rosalita
59
Couturier's
60
cousin
62
27 Peruse
64
32 One who makes
65
amends
34 Book of prayers
66
36 Muscles
67
38 South African fox
68
40 Since
69
41 Breakfast Item
43 Advent
44 Bishop's Jurisdiction
45 Phoenician
goddess of love
46 Boxing weight
DOWN
48 Tongs'
1 Folder
companion
2 Hairy
49 Seaport In the
3 Marrying, in a way
Ukraine
'
4 Nourished
53 Couples; pairs
5 Happy
54 Son of Jacob
6 Worker of old
56 See 6 Down
7 Presidential
61 Fish feature
nickname
63 Hearth
8 Smallest degree
requirement

THE DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
°1982 Los Angeles Times Syndicate
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